
Do these problems!  

1. Gas costs $2.35 per gallon at Forbes gas 
station.     Beginner: How much would it 
cost to fill 9 gallons?Middle: How much 
will it cost to fill 15 gallons?Expert: How 
much would it cost to fill 7.5 gallons?

   



2. Find the sum of 5.06 + 18.059

3. Find the difference of 123 - 14.5



4. Frank gets paid $125 for 5 hours of work.  
a.  How much does he get paid for 1 hour of 

work?
b.  Last week, he worked 40 hours, how much 

did he get paid?

5. Jan drove 189 miles in 3 hours.  If she drives at 
the same rate of speed, how many miles will she 
drive in 5 hours?



6. Ravi earned $45.00 for 6 hours of work.   
a. What does he get paid for 1 hour?
b. If he worked 9 hours at the same rate, 

how much would he be paid?

7.  If there are 6 quilts with a total of 288 small 
squares, and each quilt had the same number of 
squares, then how many small squares would be in 
15 quilts?



8. Rewrite these expressions in expanded form 
using distributive property
a. 5(8a + 7b) 
b. 7(t + 8)
c. 9(2t + 5y + y)
d. 4(3t - 2)



9. Subtract:  28.02 - 6.248 = 

10. If 12z = 144, what is the value of z?

11.  If -25 is to the left of - 22, then write an inequality to 
represent this statement.

12. Which expressions are equal to 4(2x + y + 2y)
a. 8x + 12y     b. 6x + 7y    c. 8x + y + 2y    d. 8x + 4y + 8y



13. Write the quadrant for each ordered pair below

a. (3, 5) is in the ___________ quadrant
b. (-3, -5) is in the __________ quadrant
c. (-3, 5) is in the ___________ quadrant
d. (3, - 5) is in the ___________ quadrant



14. Find the value of  6r2   if r = 8

15. hich expressions  are equivalent to 2a + 3a?
a. 5a2          b. 6a      c.  5a      d.   a (2 + 3)    e.  a5

16. I have 3 pies.  I cut up each of the pie so each slice is 
⅓ of a pie.  How many total slices do I have?

17. What is the maximum number of batches of cookies I 
can make with 4 ½ cups of flour if I need ¾ cups for 
each batch?   



18. Find the value of z to make each equation true:
a. 12z = 144         b. 17z = 51       c.  16z = 96

19. Find the value of x that makes the equation true:
a.  x + 15 = 60
b.  x  + 5 ⅓ = 18 ⅔ 

20. If x > - 2, then which sets of numbers would 
make the inequality true?
a. (-1, 0, 5)   b. (2, 4, 6)  c. (-2, 0, 2)   d. (-6, -4, -2)



21. Find the unknown value to make these 
statements true.   
22. 100% of  50  is ______
                      
23. 25% of 48 is _____

24. 10%      of      420     is    _____

25. 20%      of    135    is      _______

        



Other ways to practice math:

● Fact fluency on Reflex
● Problem assigned on Khan Academy
● ixl.com

Any questions:
prema.vora@new-haven.k12.ct.us


